Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 298 K; mean (C-C) = 0.011 Å; R factor = 0.052; wR factor = 0.116; data-to-parameter ratio = 24.3.
In the title monohydrated salt, (C 6 H 14 N 2 ) [CuBr 4 ]ÁH 2 O, the copper(II) ion is coordinated by the four bromide ions in a flattened tetrahedral geometry. In the crystal, the cations, anions and water molecules interact via N-HÁ Á ÁO, O-HÁ Á ÁBr and N-HÁ Á ÁBr hydrogen bonds, forming chains parallel to the b axis. The chains are further linked by O-HÁ Á ÁBr hydrogen bonds into layers parallel to the bc plane.
Related literature
For related structures, see: Wei & Willett (1996 ; Brammer et al. (2002) ; Zhang et al. (2010) .
Experimental
Crystal data (C 6 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). (Wei & Willett, 1996 Brammer et al., 2002 and Br4 are involved in hydrogen bonds, the Cu1-Br3 bond length is significantly shorter than the other Cu-Br bonds.
The distortion from the ideal tetrahedral geometry is also indicated by the values of the Br-Cu-Br angles, which range supplementary materials sup-2 Figures   Fig. 1 . The molecular structure of the title compound, with the atomic numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 30% probability level. as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
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